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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Dan Plan
It’s that time of year once again. A time when the
temperature heats up, point battles heat up, and along with
these two items, tempers heat up.

One Hot Summer
I can honestly say, I have never experienced a heat wave
like we had during the Fourth of July Holiday week. I can
also say I’ve never seen tracks in the Midwest cancel
events due to the heat. I received four different press
releases from race tracks in the Midwest during the week,
for events that were cancelled due to the heat. I understand
why some tracks did this, as the heat was brutal. Although,
once the racing action starts, my mind forgets all about
how hot it is. I go through the same thing at the beginning,
and end of the year, when it cools down. Once the racing
action starts, I completely forget how hot it is (or how cold
it is), until the caution comes out. Luckily, the events we
went to during the heat wave had only a few cautions. A
huge thank you goes out to the short tracks that held their
events during the oppressive heat. The competitors also
deserve a lot of the credit for putting on these shows. I was
hot just sitting in the bleachers watching. I can’t even
imagine wearing a fire suit, strapped into a race car during
this heat. We also have to thank everyone that has to work
on these nights to put on a show for all of us race fans. The
people in the pit shack, concession stands, officials, and
the promoters for taking the risk of putting on a show. I’m a
die-hard race fan, and we have a limited window for racing
in this part of the country. I can sit through the heat, and
by the way the crowds looked, I think there’s a few others
that realize the season is half-way over, and you need to
get out and see a short track show every chance you get.
And speaking of the heat, we’ll throw in the old
cliché of things heating up on the track. We saw a
couple of wrecks that probably could have been
avoided during the last two weeks. Sometimes it’s
pretty obvious what caused a wreck. Other times
the age old saying of “it takes two to tango” comes
into play.
I’m always amazed at how opinions vary regarding
the action on the track. Two people can look at the

continued on page 8

We are old-school racing fans here at MRC.
It was nice to see that Sammy Swindell didn't
even break a sweat while getting upside
down during a heat race for the World of
Outlaws Show at Cedar Lake Speedway
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'
Jason D Searcy
I had the honor of presenting the Jeremy Johnson “tire
guy” memorial sportsmanship award at Raceway Park.
Jeremy was a pit crew member for many drivers including
Molly Rhoads, Bryan Roach and Tim Olson. Jeremy died in
a car accident as a result of a drunk driver back in 2003.
Richard Timm from Discount Taxi was the recipient of this
award, “Tim Tim” has been a fixture at Raceway Park since
1979 and has sponsored nearly 60 different drivers over the
years. During the acceptance speech he said, “it’s all
about the drivers,” just imagine how many drivers would
get an opportunity to race if we had more supporters like
Richard Timm.
ASA Midwest tour president Tim Olson not only attended
the memorial event at Raceway Park, he also raced his
Super Late Model for the first time in nearly three years,
dusting off the cobwebs and finishing on the lead lap in
sixth place. People might forget that Tim has had a very
impressive driving career, not only winning a championship
at I-94 Raceway and scoring over 75 wins in his career but
also traveling all across the country since 1979 and racing
at a total of 58 different tracks (so far). I hope we get to see
the “nuclear banana” #79 car back on the track on a more
regular basis.

Martin DeFries photo
Tim had no trouble on the track but his race hauler was
almost involved in a big wreck in the pits. Two MiniStocks got together and went through both the
embankments and fences over turn number two only to
stop just inches in front of the Olson race hauler. Raceway
announcer Kevin Busse said he has never seen a vehicle in
that position in all the years he has been at the track. The
most amazing thing was that the cars driven by Todd
Tacheny and Gary Heitz both continued in the race with
Todd finishing 17th and Gary 19th in a 29 car field.

I had the opportunity to talk with former KFAN
Motorsports host Chris Hawkey who pulled back from his
motorsports coverage a few years ago to concentrate on
his music career. His new band Rocket Club scored three
songs hit the Hot 100 Country charts last year and their
new single “she’s the one” is climbing right now. He is the
only person I know who correctly picked Tony Stewart to
win the NASCAR chase last year and his new prediction
for 2012 has Dale Jr winning his first Cup title.

Check out each issue
in print or on-line
www.theracingconnection.com
"TIRES DESIGNED FOR CHAMPIONS"
Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589

Methanol also available!
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
So what’s in a number? When it’s placed on the side of a
race car usually a pretty interesting story! In a somewhat
random selection process we decided to find out from
numerous drivers how they arrived upon the numbers
chosen for their race cars. Keep in mind we are dealing with
racers and tight racing budget economics here and it’s all in
fun with nothing to be taken too personal!
Starting out with NASCAR Late Model drivers at La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway we find a number of different
reasons for the numbers. With Brent Kirchner it was his
dad racing. “My Dad raced with that number and since I
always liked the #8 I stuck with it.” According to Rookie
late Model competitor John Olson it evolved from another
team. “I pitted for Kevin Eddy when he was racing and he
was the #41. He went on to race in a different division so
when I started I decided to keep the number.” Shawn Pfaff
basically inherited the #21 that he currently races with.
“The #21 came from the Ron Schendel #21 Citgo sponsored
car. I’ve stayed with that number ever since.” Steve
Carlson’s choice was due to a similar instance. “I had
Phillips 66 Trop Arctic sponsor me so the #66 was the
number for the race car. I’ve stuck with that ever since.” In

Dale's Picture from the past

Roy Schmidtke #76 racing in 1971
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Todd Korish’s case it was following the efforts of Dale
Jarrett racing #32 in the then NASCAR Busch Series. “I
liked that team so when I decided to start racing that was
the number I took.” For Brad Powell who raced with #23 for
years and still does with one of his race cars, it’s definitely
about economics. “The numbers to go on the car after Mike
Belling quit racing (#43) were free so I needed to change.”
For J. Herbst it was a matter of not being
able to get the #28 which he used racing
Thunderstox. “When I moved up to Late
Model I couldn’t get the #28 because Paul
Proksch had it so I just switched them
around. Plus my friends who had shirts with
that number were too cheap to get new ones
made up so I just kept it!” The Speedway
back in 1985 had a house car all decked out
like a squad car painted black and white and
equipped with a big red cherry ball strobe on
top. According to Bill Niles, “I had a chance
to drive that car and ever since than and all
the while I’ve been racing I’ve stayed with
the #54 and the police car theme.” For
Sportsman driver Matt Inglett in a familiar
pattern he went with a flip flop of his Dad’s
car number. “My Dad raced the #72 so I just
switched mine around to be #27. Plus, my birthday is on the
27th so it worked out” Sportsman racer Greg Scheck gets a
lot of help from Mike Niles who raced with the #2 on his
cars. Consequently Scheck has gone to that number and
adds, “It’s cheaper (Being one digit instead of two) than
the #22 I used to race with.” Jake Arneson another driver
in that division says, “#3 is a lucky number, #7 is a lucky
number so that’s what I have for the number on my race
car!” For Thunderstox racer Tom Luethe it was a bit
different scenario. “The #50 was the number on my jersey
my sophomore year playing football in high school so I just
stuck with that for my race car.” Jason Bolster goes back to
high school as well for his Thunderstox division race car
number. ‘I graduated in 1988 so when I raced at the Tomah
track I used that on my race car. I couldn’t get that number
racing here at La Crosse, someone else had it, so I just
shortened it to #8.” ASA Midwest Touring Star driver Jon
Eilen didn’t like the number he originally raced with so a
change was made to his current #77. “When my brother
and I were racing we had the numbers #2 and 69. Neither
one of us liked those numbers but we liked the #77 which
was on one of our fleet of trucks so we went with that.”
With the multi-generational racing Holzhausen family it’s a
number passed down with a twist or two here and there.
According to Steve Holzhausen the #78 was used by his
Dad Bud so he just kept it when he started racing. Brothers
Greg and Brian also both raced but since #78 was taken by
Steve, they went with #87 and #787 respectively. Steve’s
son Skylar is now using the #78 in ASA Midwest Tour
competition. Of course Steve still races and might put up a
fuss over who gets the number but when he competes it’s
usually with the #97 which is what
car owner Pete Kempf’s prefers. Of
course purple is a huge part of
Holzhausen racing lore but colors of
race cars will have to be future
fodder for a column here in MRC.
Here and there…The Big 8 Series
paid a visit to La Crosse Fairgrounds
Speedway here Tuesday, July 3 and
it was Casey Johnson taking the 48
lap feature. It was the 5th different
winner in the Series in 5 races this
year showing just how competitive
that group of drivers is…A number
of La Crosse NASCAR Late Model

regulars competed in the race with Steve Carlson’s 3rd place
finish the best of the bunch. Todd Korish placed 6th, Matt
Henderson 14th, J. Herbst 18th, and Shawn Pfaff 21st
respectively…And back to NASCAR Late Model racing at
Lax July 7th it was Brad Powell who “spanked the
field”cruising to the 25 lap Feature win. It was a good night
for Henderson Racing as Powell was driving Matt

Mark Challet #13 took a heat race win
July 7th at La Crosse Fairgrounds.

Henderson’s back up car while Matt also drove to a second
place finish behind Powell in the Feature…Good to See
Mark Challet get a heat race win in the Sportsman Division
Saturday night and also follow it up with a Feature victory
in the Thunderstox Division. The Challets’ are the epitome
of the low buck racer and it’s nice to see teams like this
rewarded with a win now and then…
Looking back on Friday night, June 18th, 1971, it was
Minnesota traveler, Larry Behrens in his #99 taking the 20
lap Feature win at La Crosse Interstate Speedway. Jim
Sauter was 2nd with Marv Marzofka 3rd. The Semi-Feature
win went to #40 John Scott with heat race victors Scott,
Lyle Nabbefeldt and Marzofka. Roy Schmidtke #76 won the
Dash. June 25th at the speedway found Jim Sauter back in
the Feature event victory lane followed by Marzofka and
Behrens. The Semi-Feature went to Pete Mahlum with Don
Grant #13 and Warren Droesser #77 trailing. Heat race wins
went to #55 Homer Spink, Mahlum and Sauter with the
Dash win going to Behrens. Rich Somers found his way to
the 20 lap Feature win July 2nd at the track followed by
Marzofka and #76 Don James another Minnesota traveler.
The Semi-Feature went to Warren Droesser with heat wins
going to #66 Curt Iverson in a 1960 Ford Galaxie, Mahlum
and Marzofka. Marzofka also captured the Fast Dash win.
News, notes and comments welcome to Dale P. Danielski at
Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th Ave N Ste A, Onalaska, WI
54650, at 608-783-5827 or at dale@starmakermultimedia.com.

J. Herbst races to the NASCAR Late Model Feature win at La
Crosse Fairgrounds June 30th.
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
The Saint Croix Valley Raceway hosted their first annual
Open Wheel Nationals “Fender Free Friday” and 20th
annual Kouba Memorial on Friday June 29. The capacity
crowd was the largest I ever recall seeing at SCVR. The car
count for the evening included 22 UMSS winged Sprints,
23 Modifieds, 12 Traditional Sprints, and 36 Midwest
Modifieds. Feature winners included Lou Kennedy Jr. in
the UMSS Sprint Cars, Dave Cain in the Modifieds, Johnny
Parsons III in UMSS Traditional Sprints, and Jason
VandeKamp in the WISSOTA Midwest Modifieds.
The Kouba family has been involved in open wheel racing
for over 74 years, first in Colorado and now in Minnesota.
Earl Kouba began his racing career at Denver’s Merchant’s
Park Speedway, a converted baseball field, in 1938. Earl
Kouba’s career accomplishments included a 1939
Merchant’s Park championship, a 1946 Rocky Mountain
Midget Racing Association Sportsman of the year award,
the 1955 Rocky Mountain AAA Western Division
Championship, a 1956 Colorado Racing Club Trophy Dash
Championship, and the 1959 RMMRA Fast Time and
Trophy Dash Championships. Earl was the 1960 Bay Cities
Racing Association President and he received the 1977
Northwest Midget Racing Association Harry Kern
Memorial Award for his contributions to the sport.
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many years. Judy currently lives
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
and is doing trackside
communications and public
relations on behalf of Chevrolet in
NASCAR. Judy attends the
Kouba Memorial race each year
and presented a plaque to this
year’s winner Lou Kennedy Jr. in
victory lane. The list of past
winners of the Kouba Memorial
reads like a who’s who of upper
Midwest Sprint Car racing.
Donny Schatz, Roger Rager and
Billy Balog are a few of the past
winners on this elite list.

Stan Meissner photo

The Kouba Memorial was first
contested at Jackson, Minnesota,
Lou Kennedy Jr. of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, won the Kouba
in 1993, where it enjoyed a twoMemorial race at the Saint Croix Valley Raceway. Judy Koubayear run. The race was then
Dominic presents Lou with the winner’s plaque in victory lane.
moved to Cedar Lake during the
WISSOTA Sprint Car era from
1995 through 1998, then back to
UMSS races pay to win. Andy was pleased with his
Jackson for the 1999 season. Princeton took over hosting
performance and reports that the team has a 410 that they
the event from 2000 through 2004, with the race moving to
plan to rebuild for nearby WoO and IRA races.
North Central from 2005 through 2011. This year’s event
offered $2,000 to win for the UMSS
winged Sprint Cars along with the
addition of A-Modifieds for the
night and an enhanced purse in all
classes. Ironically the only two-time
Sprint Car winner of the Kouba
Memorial so far is Jimmy Kouba who
accomplished the feat back to back
at Princeton in 2000 and 2001.

Stan Meissner photo

This first time event was a success
for SCVR. I’m looking forward to
Saint Croix Valley Raceway’s
upcoming IRA Special on Friday
July 29. The place is going to be
packed to the rafters.

Speaking of packed to the rafters the
World of Outlaws made their annual
Mark Dobmeier shreds a tire while running second.
stop at the Cedar Lake Speedway on
Friday July 6. This day had it all,
unbearable heat early, sirens and severe storm warning
Coming into the night the buzz among fans involved an
Earl and Ethel had three children, Judy, Joe and Jimmy and
delaying the start and a change to cooler weather later in
incident at the Husets Speedway between Mark Dobmeier
relocated their family to the central Minnesota town of
the evening that included a heavy downpour minutes after
and Craig Dollansky. Dollansky wound up with a totaled
Onamia in 1966. Joe and Jimmy both live in Minnesota and
the final checkers fell for the Midwest Modified Feature. 28 race car and Dobmeier took the win against the Outlaws at
have been involved in Sprint Car racing in this area for
World of Outlaws Sprints took time trials including a
his Sunday night home track. I had an opportunity to talk
couple of local
with Craig before the races and when I questioned him
360 racers. Andy about the incident he shrugged it off as a racing deal. Both
Jones’ goal was
Stan Meissner photo
drivers had a tough night in the CLS Feature. Dobmeier
simply to make
shredded a left rear on the white flag lap of the Feature.
the night’s
Dollansky was involved in an incident on the opening lap
Feature with his
and would restart from the tail of the field. After the restart
UMSS 360 and he Craig got caught up in a second incident resulting in a flat
was able to
tire. Dollansky drove the wheels off for the remainder of
accomplish that
the race and managed to salvage a top ten.
goal. Andy has
dealt with a lot of Brian Brown led 25 laps of the 35 lap Feature with Kaeding
adversity this
in pursuit. Brown got into the frontstretch wall with ten
season including
laps to go and was relegated to a 20th place finish. The
the loss of a crew Midwest Modified Feature was moved back to the final
member and his
event of the evening due to an approaching weather
grandfather. Just system. Ryan Olson scored his third CLS Feature win of
starting a one day the season with the skies opening up just minutes after the
WoO race pays
checkers fell.
The World of Outlaws salute the crowd at the Cedar $800, close to the
The Inside Dirt continued on page 8
Lake Speedway on Friday July 6. $1,000 most
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Going in
Circles

Charlie Spry
I’ve been fortunate to have attended racing at several
different venues the past couple of weeks, so for this
column I have decided to hit upon a few interesting things
found at Columbus 151 Speedway, Jefferson Speedway,
State Park Speedway, and at Dubuque Fairgrounds
Speedway.
Recently, “Grandpa Bob” Dalsky announced his retirement
from the driving part of short track racing. Bob did some
racing this year, but health issues forced him to call it quits.
However, he will still be around the track helping others,
and that is great news. Bob started his racing career back in
1960, and also competed in ARCA events from 1965 to
1969, stopped driving in 1969, then started again in 2000 in
four cylinder cars. In later years you could see him
competing weekly at State park Speedway and other tracks
in central Wisconsin. I’m proud to say that I have raced
with Bob, and it is an honor to have raced with him. It will
be great to still see him around the short tracks.
Jefferson racer Dale Warner has a new late model he is
working on, a ’96 Lefthander chassis that was raced
formerly by Don Leach as a super late. Dale probably will
not have the car out until next year, but it will be good to
see him back behind the wheel of a late model again. He is
truly a “throwback” driver, in that he will build his own
parts or do whatever is necessary to compete.

Recently, the vintage modifieds of the Milwaukee Vintage
Stock Car Association made their annual appearance at the
Columbus 151 Speedway. For anyone who appreciates the
history of our sport, this is a must see event. It is fun to
watch these cars actually racing, and on one of the tracks
they formerly raced at in the 1950’s and early 1960’s. The
track has a history that dates back to 1955, the heyday of
the modified in Wisconsin. I had a great time talking to
these folks who have restored or otherwise resurrected
these great machines.
Talked at length with Steve Bergdorf, who has a ’58 Chevy
bodied mod. He talked quite a bit about how much original
’58 tin is on the car, with only a few pieces having to be
fabricated. “I’ve always liked the ’58 body style. I have
owned several of them, and had a ’58 convertible when it
was just a cheap, used car. The floor was all rusted out on
it, and one day my Son was sitting in the car, he was about
two years old at the time, and he must have moved the shift
lever into neutral, and the car rolled down the driveway,
went in between two trees, and into a ditch. The floor was
already weak on it, and that just kind of ripped it apart.” He
also noted that he keeps tabs on any ’58 that he sees
during his travels as a truck driver in southern Wisconsin.
“The junkyards are about cleaned out of this stuff, now.”
Steve noted.
One of the most exciting drivers that I get to watch
anywhere is veteran Jerry Miles, who races an IMCA Stock
Car at Dubuque, Farley, and other places. He just amazes
me with his high-side, sliding, driving style, often resulting
in a shower of sparks from his car as he throws the back
end out on the high banked dirt track at Dubuque. He will
go up top and make it work when others won’t even try.
The mini-stock division at State Park Speedway recently
had a new feature winner, as Mariah Gajewski won her first
ever feature in the division. She was obviously very happy
and emotional in victory lane afterward. She showed
patience when needed and the ability to charge when she
could. She also set fast time for the evening.
Another first time winner came about in the mini-mod
division at SPS, as “The Jimmer” A.K.A. Jim Lietz scored
his first ever race win on the pavement, taking a heat race

win. Jim has won races on the ice of Lake DuBay before,
but this was his first win on pavement. He spent several
years freely helping others in the pits, and now is getting
his chance to race. Great job, Jim.
Another first time feature winner recently is Spencer
Schultz, who races late models at Columbus 151. Spencer
has raced late models for a few years now, making
tremendous strides in his racing efforts. He recently led a
feature from start to finish with the pack breathing down
his neck, and didn’t flinch. Well done.
Central Wisconsin pure stock driver Travis Volm is having
a great season so far, notching three feature wins at State
Park, two at Golden Sands, and one at Marshfield. If he
hasn’t won, he has been right up front. He is fun to watch
on the track.
One of the new drivers at Jefferson is sixteen year old Josh
Bilicki. Josh is driving for car owner Greg Ovadal. Greg has
raced quite a bit himself in the past, but said, “I am in the
construction business, and that is just so slow right now. I
can’t afford to field a car myself right now, but Josh’s Dad
is helping out on that end, so we are giving him a shot. I’ve
been real impressed with him so far.” Josh started racing at
age four and a half in karts, and was a champion in shifter
karts. He moved onto road racing last year in a spec Miata,
which has really taught him how to drive with “finesse.” As
of July 7th, he was entering only his third night out in a
stock car.
Gerry Junget recently raced his Son’s Bandit car in the
International division at Jefferson. Normally racing at the
Dells, that track took the week off, so several drivers were
looking for a place to race. Dells rules are a bit more liberal
in the Bandit class than at Jefferson, so Gerry had to move
up and run with the faster division on the larger track. A
former Columbus 151 late model champion, Gerry tried
racing his late model at Jefferson a couple of times in the
past, but noted that he could never quite figure the track
out. He also raced a hobby stock there, and said that he
never had trouble with that. “I just want to race tonight and
have fun.”

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Publishers Note from page 3
same incident, and have completely different opinions. It
also amazes me how a large number of people never think
lifting off the gas is the right answer. The Big 8 race at
LaCrosse had a prime example in the heat race of how to
avoid a three-wide wreck. In one of the heat races, two of
the drivers were battling side by-side for position. The
driver on the inside bobbled, and the driver right behind
was able to get a huge run on the inside. The driver that
bobbled off the corner lifted off the gas, and everyone went
on their merry way. It’s amazing how give and take can
work. Especially when “give” consists of giving up your
spot, and not giving a pay back.
Miscellaneous News and Notes;
The Big 8 Star Spangled Spectacular at LaCrosse
Fairgrounds Speedway was a new mid-week special for us
to attend. We went home from the night satisfied, and hope
a similar show is scheduled for next year. Despite record
breaking temperatures, a good crowd and a good field of
cars were on hand for this mid-week special. All of the Big 8
heavy-hitters were present, and a surprisingly high number
of LaCrosse regulars ran with the Big 8 cars. Casey
Johnson won the main event, with Jeremy Miller second
and Big 8 rookie, Steve Carlson, grabbing third. We were
unable to confirm if Carlson will run for Rookie of the Year
on the Big 8 tour in 2013.
The annual World of Outlaws visit to Cedar Lake
Speedway got a bit of a late start due to a passing shower
just prior to practice. Once the track was worked back into
shape, things were run off at a quick pace. One of the
amazing items of the night was Sammy Swindell flipping in
the heat race, landing on his wheels and driving into the
pits. Can't say I've heard of that before.Tim Kaeding took
the win this year, with Flyin' Ryan Olson winning the Mid
Mod main event.
The following night was the annual Firecracker event at
CLS. It had been several years since we went to this event.
This night was the first time we were able to see the CLS
rental cars in action in the Hornet class. The group around
us must have know several Hornet drivers, as they were
standing and cheering throughout the Hornet races. One of
the rental cars even battled for the lead in a heat race. Yes,
you too can be a race car driver for a night, by just renting
a car. And to top off the night, was the amazing fireworks
display. I can honestly say, I haven't seen a fireworks show
like this since our trip to Slinger in the 1990's.
To cap off this busy two weeks of racing, the first race of
the Summer Thunder Series for Area Sportsman/Hobby
Stocks/Thunder Cars took place at Raceway Park in
Shakopee. I don’t think I’m alone when I say this is a great
division that deserves a few special events. While the ASA
Midwest Tour attempted a touring series for this class of
cars for a few years, things didn’t pan out to keep it going.
Brent Kane continued his domination of the Hobby Stock/
Thunder Car division by capturing the opening event for
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The Inside Dirt continued from page 6

In the past I was a critic of the World of Outlaws for
leaving before the fans have an opportunity to visit
with the drivers but the drivers have made a greater
effort to greet fans in recent years. Due to
approaching weather the Outlaw Feature was moved
up to the first A Main of the evening. WoO haulers
started leaving the pits during the Midwest Modified
Feature as lightning and the smell of approaching rain
permeated the night air. When the skies opened up it
poured so hard that not many racing fans would have
been willing to get soaked for an autograph. I
understand the circumstances and would have done
the same thing that most of the Outlaws did. Some
fans complained about their hasty exit but heavy rain
and lightning made it advisable to forego the post race
autograph sessions.
We’ll see you at the races!

Dave Cain and the Jack Links girs following his
win at the Open Wheel Nationals/Kouba
Memorial at Saint Croix Valley Raceway
Stan Meissner photo

the Summer Thunder Series.
Adam Wiebusch put up a
strong fight, and held on for
a second place finish and
Jeremy Wolff taking third.
Conrad Jorgenson passed
the most cars during the
event, after being sent to the
rear of the field. Conrad
stated since he was
sponsoring the series, he
wanted to put on a show for
the fans. With the four race
series planned for Elko and
Raceway this year, I’m
hoping a few guys from the
East side of the Mississippi
River will venture over this
way. The final two shows are
scheduled to pay $1,000.00
to win. One would hope that
would entice a few paved
track weekend warriors to
travel for a couple of
weekends.

Cedar Lake
Speedway's
rental
Hornet cars
lined up and
ready for
action.
Dan Plan photo
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The BBC in England has "The Stig" on Top Gear. Rockford Speedway has
the mysterious "Driver X". Raceway Park now has "Captain Justice."

Martin DeFries photo

JB Dist. Co. Inc. / Gillund Enterprises
14760 Martin Drive Eden Prairie, MN. 55344

LaCrosse announcer, Dan Deicher, conducts
one of the most entertaining events in short
track racing - the Junior announcers

Bruce Nuttleman photo
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Fender Free Friday

Dirty Talkin'

Nationals. The night also featured both the Traditional
Non-Wing Sprints and the Winged Sprints of the UMSS
racing for a pretty good chunk of change and the prestige
of being a winner of the 20th Annual Kouba Memorial.

Kris McMartin
The thought just kept running through my head this Friday
night……wow, wow and more wow. I am not sure how
close we were to record temperatures as it was pretty warm
out, but I am fairly positive there were both a record
number of cars in the pits and a record number of fans in
the stands at Saint Croix Valley Raceway in Centuria, WI.
This “Fender Free Friday” as the track announcer deemed
this night, featured two classes of Modified’s, including
the WISSOTA Midwest Mod’s and, after a few years of
absence from the track, a very competitive field of A
Mod’s looking to take the money and the honor of being
crowned the first champion of the Inaugural Open Wheel

taking the top spot in the Modified class, Johnny Parsons
III winning in the Traditional Sprints and Lou Kennedy Jr
riding the rim to claim the win in the UMSS Winged
division.

There are several great race nights on tap in the coming
I was excited for this night thinking this may just be the
event that would bring this little ¼ mile track the measure of months so if you have not been out to the track this year
success the regular fans here like me have been waiting for. check out the schedule and make a point of putting it on
I was happy to be a part of watching it all come to fruition.
your racing schedule.
There was a flurry of activity all over the place with 93 cars
checking in the back gate and more
fans then I have ever seen coming
Modified action during "Fender Free Friday"
through the front gate. I watched
at St. Croix Valley Raceway
the majority of the races on the ramp
with several great racing friends and
Vince Peterson photo
from what I could see everyone was
having a great time. I would say this
night was a success not only for the
track but for the fans as well.
There was plenty of racing to be had
with sixteen qualifying and four
fantastic feature races. The track
was very wide and racy all night long
giving the fans something to talk
about. In the end it was Vandecamp
in the number 16 machine coming out
on top of the Midwest Mod class,
longtime racer Dave Cain in the 2c
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Summer Thunder Series Debut
By Kevin Busse
Martin DeFries photos
Hobby Stocks and Thunder Cars, several making their first
appearance of the season at Raceway Park, came out to be
a part of the first round of racing in the Summer Thunder
Series 40-lap feature.
Fast lap qualifying went to Lonsdale racer Brent Kane, who
set the fast time of 15.310. Although getting the fastest
time of the day, Kane came up short of his Hobby Stock
track record of 15.090 which was set back in 2009. In heat
racing, Dillon Sellner, Mike Giloman, and Lucas Grosinger
all captured wins in the early part of the evening, setting
the stage for the feature event.
In the feature run of the night, Burnsville driver Robbie
Carter, who made the move to Hobby Stocks this year after
several seasons competing in the Figure-8 division, started
on the front row and lead for much of the early going,
holding off several attempts by other drivers to pass for the
lead. However, as the race approached mid-point, Carter
drifted high coming out of turn four, and that one error
opened the flood gate of drivers who immediately shot
down low out of the corner passing the Burnsville driver,
and sending his car back into mid-pack. With 27 laps to go,
as Carter tried to regain his lost position, he got together
with Conrad Jorgenson, which sent both drivers spinning
and bringing out the caution. When racing resumed, it was
Brent Kane who began his move through the field of
drivers, charging ahead to take the lead, then starting to
pull away, being chased down a few lengths back by Adam

Wiebusch. As Wiebusch
tried to move in on Kane, the
battle for third was hot and
heavy in the closing laps, with
Jeremy Wolff going back and
forth with Dusty Mann. With
less than 10 laps to go, both
Kane and Wiebusch extended
their lead, leaving the two
back in their battle for third,
which had fans cheering each
time one or the other started to
pull ahead. At the checkers, it
was Brent “The Freight Train”
Kane crossing with the win,
Adam Wiebusch in second,
Jeremy Wolff finishing third
just feet ahead of Dusty
Mann, and Luke Schmidt
settling for a fourth place
finish.

Brent Kane and Adam Wiebusch battle for the lead in the
Summer Thunder Series main event at Raceway Park

In other action, Mini Stock
heat wins went to Jeff Driver, Brandon Plekkenpol, Tom
Sibila, and Blake Dorweiler. In the feature it was Jack
Purcell taking his Ford to the checkers, followed in second
by Sibila, and Dorwelier finishing in third.
American Short Trackers had Mike Dimmick capturing a
heat win. The feature went to Charlie Pehrson, Todd
Kamish took second, and
Justin Schelitzche taking
third at the line.
The first Bomber division
heat went to 2011 Raceway
Park Bomber Champion
Justin Kotchever, with the
second heat awarded to
Tyler Wood. The feature
winner was Eric Prindle
taking another victory,
followed in second by Tim
Hollen, and Monty Knoll
settling for third place.
The Flat Track
Motorcycles made their
return to Raceway Park
with a heat and feature that
were marked with multiple
incidents resulting in
several riders taking spills,
but all were able to get up
uninjured with many able
to restart their bikes and
rejoin the action. It was
back-to-back heat and
feature wins for Saint Paul
rider C.J. Junior, who
quickly worked his way
though 11 racers to get to
the front in each race,
avoiding the spills and
taking both victories.

Two Wild’n’Crazy Figure-8 features are always a part of
each Sunday night. In race number one, Ricky Martin of
Farmington came in first for the win, just ahead of Todd
Wilson, and Mark Bronstad taking third. The second
feature went to John Lebens who led from green to
checkers, staying clear of the traffic in the “crossroads of
doom.” Phil Haluptzok came in second, with Bronstad
taking another third place finish.
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NASON NIXES NAYSAYERS AT ROCKFORD
By Kraig McCay
Just five years ago, Austin Nason would have been able to
take advantage of the free admission offered to ages eleven
and under during Bobcat of Rockford Wrecking and Racing
night at Rockford Speedway. On Saturday, the sixteen year
old recorded his first ever NASCAR Stanley Steemer Late
Model triumph holding off two time Champion Jerry Gille in
the process. Former Miller Lite American Short Tracker
Champion Kyle Lapier recorded win number one of the 2012
season and young Jake Aldrich was another first time
winner in Crap Scrapper Hornet action. Jim Burns in his
Mechanical Mischief Monster Truck wowed the crowd
which braved the record heat wave and were treated to
cooler temperatures and a two hundred foot wheelie by
Burns down the front stretch. The night concluded with a
true piece of Americana, Doug Rose and his Green Mamba
Jet Car destroyed a Chrysler 300 and in the process lit the
night sky with a shower of sparks which eventually caught
nearly fifty percent of the infield grass ablaze, rescue crews
from Loves Park Fire Department and Rockford Speedway
quickly extinguished the flames.
The original lineup called for last week’s feature victor Matt
Berger and Alex Papini to bring the field to green, however
contact between the two caused Papini’s car to slam the
wall on the opening lap. When racing resumed, it was
Austin Nason out dueling Berger, using his inside line to
slip into the lead with Berger, Jon Reynolds, Jr and Jerry
Gille charging behind him. Early issues hindered fast
qualifier Mitch Garfield’s charge to the front as he took his

machine into the pits a lap before Ricky Bilderback and
Wayne Freimund were involved in a turn 4 spin. On the
restart, it was Reynolds, Jr to the inside of Berger but
Driver X would drop to fourth quickly, allowing Gille to
pressure Berger for the runner up spot. A midrace caution
for a Jake Gille spin allowed Matthew Clossey to restart
inside row two after running fifth for most of the event, he
and Berger would not get through turn one as Berger spun
after contact. Jerry Gille took one last stab at the win with
three laps to go and pulled to the door of Nason but could
not cleanly close the deal over the final laps, allowing
Nason to score career win number one and become the
eighth different Late Model winner this season. Reynolds
wound up third followed by a hard charging John Beinlich
who started fourteenth and John Baumeister,
Jr. Jake Gille who took the Gerber Collision
and Glass Challenge seeking a $1,200 bonus
ended up eighth.
Eric Connell got the early jump on Kyle Lapier
in Miller Lite American Short Tracker action as
Alan Bekielewski and Jason Bragg battled for
the third spot. With ten to go Connell lost the
handle on his ride out of turn two and finally
lost the fight with Lapier who jumped into
position one and bringing Bekielewski with
him into second. Point leader Joey LaMarca
shuffled his way into fourth with five laps
remaining and into third a lap later, each time
bringing George Sparkman with him. A
caution with four laps left to contest allowed

LaMarca and Sparkman to restart on the inside and gave
them a scent of victory. Lapier got a great restart as he
caught the field sleeping a bit but was caught by LaMarca
as the duo took the white flag, LaMarca peddled hard on
the inside but fell less than three feet short of victory.
Sparkman settled for third with Zach Rodriguez and Rachel
Sparkman posting top five finishes as they avoided
Bekielewski who lost a wheel coming to the checkered flag.
Jacob Aldrich wasted little time in the Crap Scrapper Hornet
feature as he put his racer at the front of the field and never
looked back. He was followed at the stripe by Mary
McBride, Jeremia Rychecky, Craig Schmuggerow and Ryan
Volkert.

Jimmy Ambruoso photo

CLS Firecracker Wins To Kaanta, Davis, Thomas and Schultz
By Greg Parent
Vince Peterson photos
A perfect summer evening, a fantastic fireworks display,
and exciting racing action produced the necessary
ingredients for an enjoyable night at the Cedar Lake
Speedway for the annual Firecracker Spectacular on
Saturday July 7. With the NASCAR Modifieds having the
night off, a full program of racing was still in store for the
fans in three NASCAR divisions plus the Hornet class, as a
large crowd filed into the track on what turned out to be a
superb summer night. The fast-paced program was capped
off by what has become a CLS tradition, a spectacular
fireworks display.
The most exciting feature of the evening was the first one
on the track, as the NASCAR Midwest Modifieds put on a
stellar performance. With three cars exiting turn four on the
final lap all in contention for the win, it was Mark Thomas
from Menomonie edging out Ryan Olson and Josh Bazey in
a race that brought the crowd to its feet for the final charge
to the checkers. The NASCAR Pro Stocks once again had

some problems in their main
event, as the time limit curtailed
the scheduled distance by two
laps. It was defending track
champion Cory Davis in
command up front throughout
the marathon yellow-fever fest.
A strange twist of fate and
events saw Eric Schultz pick up
the Hornet feature win when
leader Brent Voeltz and his
brother William Voeltz crashed
with two laps to go allowing
their brother-in-law Schultz to
gain the lead and ultimately the
victory. John Kaanta dominated
the 30 lap NASCAR Late Model
finale in a race that ran nonstop
to the checkers to garner his
first CLS win of the season.
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Powell takes checkered flag in backup car
By Ashley Iwanski
Mary Schill photos
The hot weather finally broke in the Midwest , but things
got even hotter on the track. Brad Powell won the Kwik
Trip NASCAR Late Model feature in a backup car on
Festival Foods night at the La Crosse Fairgrounds
Speedway. Powell’s engine broke during last week’s
feature. Unable to fix it before Saturday night, Powell
jumped into Matthew Henderson’s backup car. It was a
good decision. Powell not only won the feature race but
also a heat race. He held onto fifth in points, one point out
of fourth. And Henderson had a great night too. He
finished second in the feature after taking fifth in a heat
race. Powell started third and made quick work of pole-sitter
John Olson and Bill Niles, passing both leaders on the

outside of Turn 4 on the fourth lap. Powell
opened a gap between himself and the
rest of the field as Henderson was suck
with a mirror full of track legend Steve
Carlson. Carlson raced from mid pack,
bobbing and weaving through the field, to
get to the bumper of Henderson by the
halfway point. It was a game of cat and
mouse as Carlson stayed glued to the
bumper of Henderson , looking high, then
looking low, but never making a move.
Until the last lap. Points leader Todd
Korish and J. Herbst were running fourth
and fifth and making ground on Carlson
and Henderson. Carlson chose that time
to try and get past Henderson but Lap 25
came too quick. Henderson held on for
second, Carlson third, Korish fourth and
Herbst finished fifth.
Rick Schermerhorn took the feature win in the North
Country Sportsmen division. And it wasn’t without it’s fill
of action. At the halfway point Jamie Dummer was leading
the race followed by Bill Martin and Steve Bachman. Martin
made a move to pass Dummer on the backstretch, but
something broke on his car. Bachman took advantage and
flew to the outside to pass both Martin and Dummer.
Martin ended up in the infield as Bachman took the lead.
On the restart, Schermerhorn was sitting in the third spot.
With five laps to go Schermerhorn took to the outside and
passed both Bachman and Greg Scheck, who was running
second, to take of the lead and capture the checkered flag.
Bachman finished second, Scheck third, Matt Inglett fourth
and Jake Arneson fifth.

Mark Challet held off Chris Weber to take the feature win in
the United Auto Supply Thunderstox division. Challet
started fourth and quickly took over the top spot, while
Weber started mid pack and worked his way up to third
with five to go. On the last lap Weber took the second spot
from David Cavin and tried to chase down the leader but
fell short.Weber finished second and Cavin third.
The American Super Cup cars made their first appearance
at the La Crosse Speedway. The cars, which look like
miniature Sprint Cup cars, took to the three-quarter mile
track. They put on an amazing show as 14-year-old Joshua
James raced to the front and held off a hard-charging pack
to take the feature win.

Royle first two time winner at Elko
By Jim Burns
Martin DeFries photos
Lonsdale’s Adam Royle made a bold “three wide” pass of
Billy Mohn and Paul Paine on lap 12 of 40, then withstood
three late race restarts to become the first NASCAR Super
Late Model driver to earn his second win of 2012 Saturday
July 7th at Elko Speedway.
The NASCAR Whelen All American Series headliner
featured a 24 car starting grid which Derek Lemke led to the
green, with Paine and Mohn moving to the top two

positions on lap three as Royle,
Jason Schneider, Mike Hanson
and Brian Roach joined the
battle. As Paine and Mohn
battled high and low for early
control, another battle saw
Royle and then Schneider work
around Lemke for third and
fourth by lap nine. It was at this
point that Royle made the
decision to challenge the lead
tandem , darting around the pair
exiting
turn two
powering
to the
point
before
the first
caution
flew on
lap 14 as Schneider lost the handle
in turn four, starting a wild eight car
pileup as drivers spun high and low
trying to avoid the carnage.
On the ensuing restart, Royle
charged to the lead with Mohn and
Paine challenging in front of a fast
closing Bryan Roach, Mike
Hanson, Steve Anderson and Nick
Barstad. As the field passed the

midpoint, Royle had established a five car length
advantage over Mohn with Roach, Barstad and Mark
Lamoreaux working into the top five before successive
cautions on lap 27 and 29 bunched the field tightly. On the
third restart, Royle held off a determined run by Mohn only
to see the caution fly a final time on lap 34 as Lemke lost
the handle on his Dodge. With the single file restart
ordered after 3 cautions, Royle was able to dictate the
tempo on the final restart and pulled away from Mohn to

continued on page 17
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Elko continued from page 16
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earn his second feature win of the season, with Mohn
second, Lamoreaux third, Roach fourth and Schneider
rebounding from the early spin to earn a top five as
Barstad’s apparent third place finish was tossed out after
failing post race tech.
In the Thunder Cars, Adam Wiebusch and Kyle Kirberger
raced side by side for the first four laps fighting for the lead
before a spinning Johnny Magnum brought out the caution
on lap five. On the restart, Wiebusch again took the lead,
but Brent Kane closed quickly to move by Kirberger for
second on lap seven, with Steve Anderson and Michael
Gilomen joining the top five by lap 10. Once in second,
Kane made a steady charge to reel in Wiebusch on lap 13
taking the lead, with Anderson and Gilomen working their
way to second and third by lap 15.
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As the fans began to stir, it was Anderson working the
high line to perfection in closing on Kane, taking the point
on lap 18 and never looking back as he roared to the win,
earning the MONSTER Energy Performance of the Week
with Kane, Gilomen, Wiebusch and Kirberger earning top
fives.
The Power Stocks featured a wild battle throughout the 20
lap main as Josiah King paced the action through the first
15 laps before John Lebens came rolling by to take the lead
on lap 16 enroute to the victory in the caution free race,
with King, Taylor Goldman, Paul Hamilton and Bryan
Wrolstad earning top fives.
Topping off the racing action were the Mini Stocks and
despite a smallish field, the action didn’t disappoint as Jack
Purcell, Blake Dorweiler, Justin Schelitzche and John
VanDenHeuvel battled two and three wide throughout the
15 lapper before Purcell pulled away for the win, with
Dorweiler, Schelitzche, VanDenHeuvel and Aaron Hopkins
scoring top fives.

Bruce Nuttleman photo
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Summer Thunder Series
Open to Area Sportsmen/Thunder Cars/Hobby Stocks

Remaining 2012 Race Dates
Saturday July 28 - Elko Speedway
Monday September 3 - Raceway Park
Saturday September 29 - Elko Speedway
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The Midwest Racing Connection Directory Page

I-90 and Hwy. 162 Bangor, WI 54614-0409
800-562-0907 www.wehrschevrolet.com

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

952-461-3300

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668
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Appleton, WI

920-739-1550

651-489-0803

www.impactprintingink.com

www.aRaceWorthWinning.org

www.gotomn.com

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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